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Celebrate the nice things of life
Alcaufar Vell is one of those unique spots where you can amaze 
everyone while practicing the Art of Living. Ceremonies, 
banquets, cocktails and parties form a different type of 
magic with Alcaufar Vell and the rural setting of Menorca as a 
background. 

What would you like to organise? 

Family events: moments to remember with the family or friends, 
such as birthdays or private parties in which we can adapt to meet 
the needs of the whole group. 

Company events:  “Work, eat and relax”. Come to work, have 
meetings, undertake training, but in a calm atmosphere and 
Mediterranean setting. The art of living and work are not at odds 

with each other. The versatility of our different spaces make 
Alcaufar Vell a perfect spot for organising any company event. 

Gastronomy and services: you can hold a traditional banquet, 
with standing aperitif and table menu, or a cocktail party, with an 
extensive range of dishes adaptable to the service. 
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Alcaufa Vell, Menorca, 
A natural reserve within the Biosphere Reserve
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For years we have worked with the fresh produce that the is-
land offers us, with the Alcaufar Vell estate and its surroundings 
as reference points to supply us. We choose producers with 
criteria of sustainability and traceability, very important in the 
case of fish, as well as in agriculture and livestock. Then it will 
be the seasons of the year that act as a permanent guideline to 
which products we can serve at the table, and the kitchen, as 
their ambassador, will have the tough mission of transferring 
to the dish their maximum taste and sensory expression. 

“The small gestures make us improve the world”

Alcaufar Vell Commitment
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Alcaufar 
Space’s
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EVENTS RATES

Dining rooms “Cotxeres” 1 and 2   € 300.00

Main patio (frontage)    € 600.00

“Carpa”      € 500.00

“Jardí dels Ullastres “   € 1,400.00

“Jardí de sesTortugues”    € 500.00

Modernist Room    € 300.00

“Jardí de Ses hamaques”    € 500.00

Lateral “Carpa”     € 500.00

Old parking     € 300.00

“Tanca Camí Cala”    € 300.00
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PARTY

Free Bar (2 hours)

Water, Refreshments, Beer 

Cocktails without alcohol, Mojitos, Caipiriñas and Daikiris

Gin & Tonics Special selection     20,00 €/p.

Premium Distillates        5,00 €/p.

After 3rd hour party, additional cost of  4,50 €/p. hour



Carretera de Cala Alcaufar, km. 8
07710 - Sant Lluís. Menorca

+ 34 971 15 18 74  / + 34 669 88 51 43

alcaufarvell@alcaufarvell.com
www.alcaufarvell.com


